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INTERSUBJECTIVE REASONING IN POLITICAL DELIBERATION
ABSTRACT
This paper advances a theory and method for evaluating political reasoning from a deliberative democratic
perspective, as well as its transformative effects and outcomes. Deliberative reasoning, according to the
theory, involves taking into account considerations (values and beliefs) and integrating attitudes toward them
(opinions) into reasoning to arrive at a prefered course of action. In the absence of reasoning pathologies,
groups engaged in deliberation tend to converge toward an intersubjectively shared pattern of reasoning.
This manifests as a shared rationale, comprising an embedded complex network of “if-then” relationships, or
system of reasoning that translates opinions regarding all relevant considerations into preferences — where
relevant considerations are agreed on by all (consideration metaconsensus). Deliberation thus improves
shared reasoning and facilitates greater integration of considerations. Under non-deliberative conditions,
rationales become fractured, less integrative and incorporate fewer considerations. A shared rationale is both
constituted by and constitutive of the deliberative situation. It supports deliberative reflection, providing a
shared framework for making sense of the world, but its ability to do so is dependent on the deliberative
conditions under which it is formed. Disagreement can (and should) still occur within a rationale. Deliberative
contestation can promote the development of ever more integrative rationales that incorporate a wider set
of relevant considerations. Because a rationale is deliberatively constructed it cannot be easily modelled
a priori, but it can be observed. A shared rationale implies a degree of consistency of (dis)agreement
regarding considerations among pairs of individuals compared to (dis)agreement among their preferences,
or Intersubjective Consistency (IC). Fourteen deliberative minipublic studies are presented as evidence,
thirteen demonstrating an improvement in IC. The wider application of the method is also demonstrated by
comparing reasoning among climate change sceptics to non-sceptics. The implications of the theory and
findings for understanding and improving deliberative reasoning in wider political systems are discussed.
Keywords: deliberative democracy, deliberative reasoning, deliberative pathologies, deliberative
transformation, group reasoning, deliberative minipublics
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INTRODUCTION
Political deliberation is supposed to induce reasoning-based reflection in determining courses of action
(preferences) taking into account relevant considerations (Bächtiger et al., 2018), but what does a
deliberatively reasoned outcome look like? The early ideal of consensus has been largely abandoned by
deliberative democrats in favour of a legitimate role for preserving difference (Dryzek and Niemeyer, 2006).1
Preference transformation is also problematic. Although it indicates that deliberation has induced a change
in position among individuals, it also potentially harbours a constellation of other possible effects (Luskin et
al., 2002), including manifestly non-deliberative transformations induced, for example, by non-deliberative
forms of issue framing (Druckman, 2001).
Claims that an observed deliberative transformation connotes deliberative quality may draw upon observation
of the quality of the verbal deliberative exchanges that produced it. The most common method for assessing
procedural quality involves some variation of the Discourse Quality Index (DQI, Steenbergen et al.,
2003), which assesses degree of sincerity, openness and respectful exchange of reasons. But triangulating
transformation and procedure in this way may not produce concordant results (Baccaro et al., 2016).
Moreover, the DQI method is much contested as to whether it fully captures the possibilities for what might
constitute a deliberative process (Bächtiger et al., 2010).
There is a growing literature dedicated to the epistemic value of deliberation (e.g. Landemore, 2017),
demonstrating that deliberation converges toward a more “correct” result . Deliberative reasoning should
surely result in correct outcomes, but its fundamental scope is messier than sorting factual claims concerning
what “is”. Deliberation also involves axiological consideration of what values “ought” to influence our decisions,
including collectively constructed ideas of the common good (Cohen, 1997) and otherwise coordinating
among conflicting views of what should be (Landwehr, 2010). At the individual level it also gives pause to
reflect on which values we hold as important in determining our positions (Elster, 1983). This normative
dimension of deliberation makes it much harder to independently assess what a ‘right’ decision involves
without reference to those values.
This leaves us with the challenge of conceptualizing deliberative reasoning and observing it in deliberative
forums, and wider political systems, without having to pre-determine what such an outcome looks like
(Bohman, 1998). An account of deliberative reasoning should convey the qualities of citizens reasoning
together, making sense of a complex world and determining what should be done, while maintaining a
reasonable pluralism. And it should be observable. This challenge falls within a wider “analytical problem”
for deliberative theory (Thompson, 2008), specifically a lack of adequately developed, empirically testable
theories (Teorell, 2006; Mutz, 2008). The deliberative field has produced an expanding repertoire of
artefacts — e.g. improved trust, political efficacy and knowledge (for a review, see Kuyper, 2018). This plurality
recognizes manifold deliberative virtues (Bächtiger and Parkinson, 2019), but from this mosaic it should be
possible to resolve a recognizable, empirically tractable image of reasoning that bears a distinguishable mark

1

The goal of consensus — or rational consensus — as commonly ascribed to Habermas, turns out to function as a motivating goal
for parties to enter deliberation rather than an outcome per se (see Floridia, 2017).
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of deliberation.2 And, as I argue below, a model of deliberative reasoning should also provide mechanisms
for understanding how it operates in real world contexts, across groups and different situations, as well as
within groups over time.
The paper begins by drawing on deliberative theory to develop a model of intersubjective reasoning
that is amenable to empirical evaluation. The basic model concerns the relationship between individual
opinions regarding considerations (beliefs about the state of the world and values informing desired ends)
and preferences (involving choices among alternative courses of action). The model identifies a complex
of mechanisms for deliberative transformation, where deliberative reasoning and preference change
involves opinion change — changing attitudes toward considerations — as well as changes to the way that
these opinions are integrated into reasoning. The nature of intersubjective reasoning from a deliberative
perspective is discussed. A key feature of the transformative dynamic is the emergence of a shared “rationale”
that collectively defines the relationship between the constellation of relevant issue considerations and
preferences for courses of action.
Direct observation of intersubjective deliberative reasoning and the shared rationale that it produces is
challenging. However, it is possible to infer the extent to which a shared rationale exists, using Intersubjective
Consistency (IC), which is explained and then applied in the methodological and empirical sections
respectively. The method draws on survey responses in the form of attitudes to considerations and expressed
policy preferences. It can be applied longitudinally to the analysis of deliberation to observe the changing
conditions of deliberative reasoning, for example pre- and post-deliberation in deliberative minipublics —
involving groups of citizens tasked with reasoning through political issues under conditions designed to
approximate deliberative ideals.
One of the fourteen reported minipublic case studies is used to illustrate the specific mechanisms whereby
a shared rationale corresponds to improved deliberative reasoning — in part by neutralizing the effects of
reasoning pathologies and manipulative political discourses. The application of the IC method to assessing
deliberative design across all the studies is then demonstrated, where all but one show improved reasoning,
and differences can be accounted for in large part by a specific design feature intended to activate group
deliberative norms.
Finally, the implications of the theory for understanding the dynamics of reasoning beyond deliberative
minipublics are discussed. This includes discussion of an economy of reasoning under high quality deliberative
conditions that facilitate relatively low cognitive cost deliberative reflection within an established rationale.
An ecology of contestation across discourses is also discussed, which facilitates the evolution of rationales,
involving ever-greater integration of considerations in deliberative reasoning. An empirical demonstration of
the IC method for evaluating the operation of these processes via differences in reasoning across groups is
also provided via an example of climate sceptics compared to non-sceptics. This is followed by a concluding
discussion that touches on the implications of the findings and theory for improving political reasoning in
real-world settings.
2

A reasoned outcome model linking considerations to decisions, has implications for, but differs from, an epistemic model, which is
concerned with the correctness of those decisions. For example, deliberation may occur under conditions of imperfect information,
producing the best possible outcome under those particular circumstances, as well as creating conditions that facilitate information
updating.
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INTERSUBJECTIVE DELIBERATIVE REASONING
In its most basic form, deliberative reasoning involves determining what course of action (preferences)
should be taken regarding collective issues in light of reflection regarding relevant considerations
(Bächtiger et al., 2018).3 However, beneath this simple formulation lies a complex of processes that are implied
by deliberative theory. This includes making sense of present and potential future worlds and determining
which factual and normative claims are relevant (Dryzek and Niemeyer, 2006). As deliberators we ideally
settle on our “second order” preferences in deciding what sort of world we want (Elster, 1983). We somehow
need to hold these considerations in play during reasoning without being distracted by often subtle yet
forceful manipulative dynamics that seek to divert attention from our autonomous wants or succumbing
to our own proclivities toward motivated reasoning (Bagg, 2018). We need to reason through how these
considerations inform our choices for courses of action, negotiating the realities of issue complexity,
uncertainty and a multitude of competing claims. And this process needs to be intersubjective. We need not
only to understand our own view, but to take into account those of others, not least because their reasoning
helps to create the world that we are evaluating (Rostbøll, 2008).
These requirements at first blush appear onerous. Not surprisingly, there is a good deal of pessimism about
how well citizens perform these demanding tasks (e.g. Achen and Bartels, 2016).
However, deliberative reasoning in practice does not require comprehensively working through a particular
sequence. Nor does it demand that all individuals apply limited resources of time and cognitive capacity to
every issue. Deliberative reasoning is increasingly referred to as a distributed system in which no individual
stands alone (Bächtiger and Parkinson, 2019). There is certainly good evidence that sharing the cognitive
load works in small group contexts (e.g. Mercier and Landemore, 2012). The distribution of these dynamics
of citizens reasoning together across a system in a sense merely extends these processes across a wider scale
(Chambers, 2018).
We also know that in wider political systems these dynamics can go wrong, undermining faith in the reasoning
capacities of citizens. The contemporary example of climate change — which is drawn on here as an
exemplar of these processes — reveals an extended list of biases, heuristics and other reasoning pathologies
(Stokes, 1998) that contribute to a situation where citizens can accept the science and express concern
about the impacts, without a commensurate demand for an adequate policy response (Shove, 2010). One
of the most pressing contemporary questions in democratic theory concerns how to correct these dynamics
in order to respond to the crisis of democracy (Dryzek et al., 2019). A good part of this challenge involves
understanding how to improve deliberative reasoning.
The objective here is to demonstrate that these issues cannot be adequately understood at the level of
individual competence. They are a function of how prevailing system-level conditions work against individuals
reasoning together. Understanding the nature of this phenomenon is facilitated by an empirically tractable
model of deliberative reasoning that can account for the potential disjunction between expressed opinions
regarding values pertaining to desired ends and beliefs pertaining knowledge about the state of the world on
3

Feldman (1988) argues that evaluations of political decisions are at least partly based on the extent to which policies and actions
are consistent or inconsistent with certain important beliefs and values”. Eriksen (2018, p.381) describes deliberation as “a form of
practical reasoning in which actors identify what is the case in order to settle for what to do”.
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one hand, and preferences on the other. As will be seen it also as informs a method for assessing the relative
effects on deliberative reasoning of different situations and deliberative designs.

A Model of Deliberative Reasoning
To conceptualize the processes involved in deliberative reasoning, and then from this develop an empirical
method for exploring the situations that tend to produce such reasoning, I begin with a basic model
connecting opinions regarding considerations to preferences, which is represented in Figure 1. A key task in
the model of deliberative reasoning involves defining the issue (Eriksen, 2018), which here involves a number
of processes that include identifying relevant considerations that should inform the reasoning process and
forming attitudes toward them — evaluating the veracity of truth claims and relative importance of different
value. Another important task is establishing the rationale, or reasoning relationship, that informs the “logic”
that connects these opinions to preferences.4
Figure 1. Deliberative reasoning and transformative mechanisms
Reasoning Model

Opinions

Attitude toward considerations
(constellation of verbalizable claims pertaining
to values and beliefs in relation to issue)

Rationale

Embedded network of
judgements connecting
opinions to preferences

Preferences

Choices among potential courses
for action

Transformation Mechanisms

Transformation
Input Transformation
Opinion
Preference
Transformation

Inductive Transformation
Transformation
Integrative

Transformation
Rationale Transformation
Reasoning

Considerations pertain to matters concerning the issue that is being weighed. As alluded to above, these
embody both axiological concerns of which ends should be valued, such as whether the welfare of future
generations is an important consideration in relation to climate change; and epistemic dimensions concerning
correctness of beliefs, such as whether climate change is actually occurring (see e.g. Habermas, 1984, p.8;
Stich, 2014; Eriksen, 2018, p.384). The reasoning model groups these together under considerations, in
contrast to other approaches that treat them separately (e.g. Elster, 1998).5 This is partly because the theory
4

Eriksen (2018, p.381) develops a similar model based on Toulmin’ s ([1958] 2003) practical argumentation theory as involving
a description or definition of the situation (D), a warrant (W), and a conclusion (C). Some of the terms are changed here, and
there are a number of differences. The model here specifies the situation in terms of relevant considerations and conclusions as
expressed preferences. A warrant usually involves an inference connecting considerations to conclusions, which is similar to a
rationale. However, here deliberative reasoning explicitly deals with multiple considerations and a rationale deals with a complex
array of implied inferences.
5
Habermas (1987) goes so far as to delineate the process of knowledge formation and the collective formation of values and
norms into subsets produced by culture and society respectively (see Wessler, 2018, pp.42–45).
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and method developed here is concerned with the network of relations between considerations and, in turn,
between considerations and preferences. Within this framework, values and beliefs are likely to interact as
part of an internal reasoning process (Landemore, 2017).6 Consider, for example, the aforementioned belief
that human-induced climate change is real. This is a factual claim, but its expression in deliberation may, at
least for some, also imply a normative claim about the need for action.
Intersubjective reasoning regarding considerations involves two different, albeit interacting processes. First,
it involves collectively determining those considerations that are relevant and should be integrated into
reasoning. The collective process of defining relevant considerations forms a “consideration metaconsensus”
— or agreement on the relevant set of considerations.7 Habermas (2017) similarly describes a “space of
reasons” that potentially inform action. However, it is important to distinguish between “considerations”,
which involve sets of values and beliefs that are potentially relevant to the issue and “reason”, which also
incorporates the logic of action where opinions inform to preferences for courses of action. A consideration
metaconsensus represents a “space of considerations” that potentially inform preferences, but on its own it
does not constitute a set of reasons.
The reasoning process that connects considerations to preferences takes the form of a rationale. A rationale
comprises a complex network of inferences connecting attitudes toward considerations to preferences.
It represents an embedded system of reasoning, or “if-then” connections that intermediates the overall
relationship between considerations and preferences.8 The reasoning process thus involves establishing
relevant considerations (consideration metaconensus), and opinion formation in term of dispositions or
attitudes toward those consideration (whether one agrees with, or values highly a proposition) and then
reasoning follows a rationale the informs the way in which attitudes toward certain considerations map onto
preferences for certain actions. These relationships between opinions and preferences cannot be considered
in isolation to one another. They form a network of interconnected reasoning. In this sense they act as a
“space of reasons” rather than a sequenced chain involving an iterative reasoning process.
The third stage, “determining actions”, involves the expression of preferences for particular courses of action.

Modes and Mechanisms of Deliberative Transformation
The deliberative reasoning model incorporates several interacting processes that contribute to the
transformation of preferences. These are shown as transformative mechanisms in Figure 1, which become

6

Landemore (2017) argues that improved knowledge of issues like climate change should also result in a convergence in values
over the longer term.
7
This form of metaconsensus effectively combines both epistemic metaconsensus, pertaining to the acceptance of the credibility
of disputed beliefs, and normative metaconsensus, pertaining to agreement on the legitimate domain of values (Dryzek and
Niemeyer, 2006).
8
Eriksen (2018) refers to something similar to this process, which he characterizes as a “mechanism” that links reasons to actions
which, collectively, forms a “norm of action” (see below). The objective here is not to predict what conclusions should be drawn
given certain presuppositions, but to explore how we might observe the deliberative qualities of reasoning.
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important in assessing the deliberative qualities of reasoning, discussed below. The transformative
mechanisms are:
•
•
•

Opinion transformation: involving transforming attitudes towards verbalizable considerations.
Integrative transformation: where the set of considerations that are incorporated into reasoning is
altered or updated
Rationale transformation: where deliberation transforms preferences via changes in the way that
reasoning maps considerations onto preferences

The first of these, opinion transformation, is the most commonly understood in relation to deliberation.
It simply involves changing evaluations of the situation, resulting in a transformation in attitudes toward
considerations. For example, if an individual changes their response to the proposition that climate change
is occurring, or support for the argument that the implications for future generations are important, then we
can observe opinion transformation.
Whether or not these opinions regading considerations actually inform observed preferences is a function of
integrative transformation. In short, integrative transformation reflects a changing set of considerations being
integrated into reasoning. For example, a opinion might be expressed (e.g. a value in the form of concern
for the environment), but not feature in reasoning — a phenomenon referred to as a value-action gap, or
judgement-action gap (Monin and Merritt, 2011). A subsequent judgement that does account for this value
constitutes an integrative transformation. This form of transformation can be subjected to salience effects,
with certain values being more cognitively available in the reasoning process than others. Or it can involve
a change from cherry picking of arguments to support particular conculsions to a more deliberative style of
reasoning that takes seriously all relevant arguments and the considerations that they bring to the reasoning
process.
Rationale transformation involves a changing relationship between opinions and preferences. This can involve
a number of processes. The transformation might involve a reshaping of the rationale connecting opinions to
preferences, affecting the “if-then” relationships between the two. Drawing again on the example of climate
change, beliefs (or rationale) informing the relationship between greenhouse emissions and temperature
increases might change in light of transformation of understanding about the complex feedback effects
that may intensify or attenuate that relationship. This transforms the operating rationale from a relatively
simple to a more complex set of relationships as we develop more integrated, sophisticated understanding
of the situation. Or, rationale transformation might involve an external deliberative shock, for example in
the form of new knowledge about the implications of these feedbacks — which also effects the domain of
relevant considerations. In both cases these transformations involve adjustments to the system of reasoning
connecting opinions to preferences. Another, simpler form of rationale transformation simply reflects a
shift from non-attitude (Converse, 1970) to an engagement with some form of deliberative reasoning that
produces a “belief-system” — which is consistent with the idea of a rationale, although it is more concerned
with internal relationships between opinions than how they inform preferences — where before there was no
discernible reasoning.
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Deliberative Reasoning and a Shared Rationale
Key to the claims regarding the benefits of deliberative reasoning centre around the emergence of a shared
rationale, or common pattern of reasoning. In short, a shared rationale involves a form of collective rationale
transformation, from which emerges a common “logic” or shared reasoning that connects opinions regarding
considerations to preferences.9
Although a shared rationale has implications for an epistemic view of deliberation, such reasoning is not a
directed effort toward producing a predetermined “correct” result. Deliberative theory valorises reasoning,
but it does not seek to tell citizens how to think, by imposing external judgemental criteria — compared to, for
example, economic theories of utility (Eriksen, 2018, p.384). Indeed, it potentially involves deeper autonomous
reflection regarding our true deliberative selves. At the meta-level, deliberative reasoning involves the
realization of second-order questions about who we are as citizens — or “character planning” (Elster, 1983)
— which in terms of valued ends, informs, in conjunction with our beliefs, an understanding of the impact of
actions when making choices about what should be done (preferences). Part of this process also concerns
determining which considerations warrant reflecting upon (forming a consideration metaconsensus).
A shared rationale can be understood as a product of the collective effort to make sense of issues —
and, as will be argued below, emerges from the contestation of discourses in deliberative systems. These
process are consistent with those described by discursive psychology, where the mind lies at the intersection
of discourses (see e.g. Dryzek and Niemeyer, 2008) as part of a process of collective sense making
(e.g. Edwards, 2005; see also Chater and Loewenstein, 2016). Under deliberative conditions, where a group
reasons together, a shared rationale provides a common framework for understanding the issue that facilitates
cognition and communication regarding what should be done (Markovits, 2014).
A shared rationale is ideally responsive to the existence of facts. It does not open the door to truthy
interpretations about that state of the world — conditions that create a strong rationale also improve epistemic
performance. However, it does accommodate complexity and the importance of values in the judgemental
process. It also accommodates the necessarily intersubjective nature of reasoning, because the facts of the
situation are in part a function of the choices that fellow deliberators make — where reflection upon one’s own
position in a deliberative sense cannot occur without reflection on the preference formation of others and the
reasons they integrate into forming their positions (Rostbøll, 2005, p.376).
A strongly shared rationale does not represent an end point of deliberation in a long-term sense. In later
discussion I consider how it may evolve with improving knowledge and develop greater sophistication,
incorporating a widening set of considerations. However, in a short-term sense a rationale reflects a
deliberative equilibrium within which productive reasoning can occur. Differences may be expressed, but
within the framework of a shared “horizon of meaning” (Habermas, 2017) that is mutually constructed and
intersubjectively understood.
As will be shown below, the metaphor of a shared horizon also translates to a geometric horizon that is produced
by a shared complex of “if-then” relations between opinions regarding considerations and preferences, which
9

Eriksen (2018) refers to this as a “norm of reasoning”. In practice a deliberative claim may appeal to all three stages as part of a
single speech act, but for empirical purposes, considerations, reasoning and preferences are treated as separate groups, and the
relationships between them evaluated.
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can be plotted against a line representing a perfect consistency. The reasoning that produces consistency
associated with a shared rationale cannot be understood without reference to the entire network of such
relationships. Some of these relations relate to testable “facts”, but their implications for choices can only be
meaningfully realized in relation to the values that are potentially impacted.
That such a rationale tends to form or is reinforced during deliberation is empirically demonstrated below,
after which I will illustrate how a shared rationale represents an improvement in deliberative reasoning by
drawing on case study material.
METHOD FOR ASSESSING DELIBERATIVE REASONING
Key to the method for assessing deliberative reasoning is the existence of a shared system of reasoning or
rationale that collectively defines the relationship between a constellation of relevant issue considerations and
preferences. A shared rationale means that there should exist an observable empirical relationship between
expressed opinions regarding considerations and expressed policy preferences within a group who converge
toward a shared pattern of reasoning. But how best to observe it? That the reasoning framework itself is an
intersubjectively determined, emergent property of deliberation, means that it cannot readily be modelled
using methods such as regression analysis or superimposing a priori utility-style functions. However, it can be
modelled as an intersubjective phenomenon in terms of the relative relationships between individuals. This
does not require consensus, but it does imply consistency of reasoning within the rationale.
As discussed previously, the adoption of Habermas’s (2017) “horizon of meaning” analogy is applicable on
multiple levels. As well as a space of understanding among deliberators, the existence of a shared rationale
produces a mathematical horizon in the form of regression toward an intersubjective unity, or horizon of
reasoning. Any given pair of individuals may agree or disagree regarding the issue under consideration, but
if they share a rationale, this will mean that they also share a common, albeit complex, relationship between
opinions and preferences. Within this relationship their level of disagreement on opinions reflects their level
of agreement on preferences. If they disagree, they do so for “good reasons” within the operating rationale,
that itself is a product of their cumulative efforts to make sense of the issue under deliberative conditions.
Consider again two individuals (A and B) who share a consideration metaconsensus regarding relevant
considerations but are in complete disagreement regarding their opinions. Within a shared rationale those
individuals who completely disagree on opinions will also completely disagree regarding preferences. This
is because the constellation of if-then relationships formed between opinions and preferences as part of the
shared rationale acts, in mathematical terms, as a morphism establishing the relationship between attitudes
toward considerations (expressed opinions) and preferences for actions. Within that morphism, if those
opinions reverse, so too will preferences.
Alternatively, intersubjectively consistent preference consensus under conditions of deliberative reasoning
occurs where A and B completely agree regarding considerations within a shared rationale. Such a situation
describes rational agreement as originally described by Habermas (1984) — although it is unlikely, nor
necessarily desirable in practice at the group level.10
10

See footnote 1. In individual is motivated to persuade another to the extent that they believe it is possible to achieve a rationale
consensus. If a rational consensus is not theoretically possible, then other forms of non-deliberative persuasion become more
attractive.
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In practice, most pairs of individuals fall somewhere between complete rational agreement and complete
rational disagreement regarding opinions. However, to the extent that they share a rationale, the degree of
disagreement about preferences is proportional to their disagreement regarding considerations. In other
words, intersubjectively speaking, there is a consistent relationship between disagreement among opinions
and disagreement among preferences.

Intersubjective Consistency
Analysis of intersubjective consistency utilizes data on opinions regarding considerations and action
preferences. Input data involves expressed attitudes toward verbalizable considerations in the form of
propositions or statements that represent those considerations (see Niemeyer, Forthcoming). Preference
data is in the form of rankings among relevant courses of action (policy preferences). The data is then used
to determine the level of consistency in respect to commensurate levels of agreement on opinions regarding
considerationss compared to agreement on preferences — i.e. the degree of correlation between opinions
compared to the correlation between preference rankings — among pairs of deliberators. These results are
then combined across all combinations of pairs of deliberators.
At the level of considerations, the input data for analysis comprises survey responses to statements
pertaining to considerations that (ideally) collectively define the issue being considered.11 A key proviso is
that statements are representative of the consideration metaconsensus — that is, they are relevant to the
reasoning that informs the formation of preferences. This may or may not preclude more general statements
pertaining, for example, to wider political values (e.g. Gastil, 2010), so long as they explain differences among
preferences.12 However, if statements become excessively general they may end up representing widely
shared norms — or mandatory norms (Eriksen, 2018) — that act as a backstop for deliberation and form part
of a background consensus, and thus do not explain differences among individuals or comprise part of a
working metaconsensus for the issue at hand. A useful guide is to sample from statements that are used as
arguments in the public sphere in support of particular actions.13 Obtaining opinions regarding considerations
can be performed using either a Likert response to statements across a disagreement/agreement scale, or a
quasi-rank ordering of statements.14
At the preference level, data collection involves obtaining a rank ordering of action items (policy preferences).15
Ideally the options are actionable, mutually exclusive and exhaustive of the possibilities described by the issue
under consideration.

11

Q methodology provides perhaps the best empirical account of how these statements should be collected and organized
(Brown, 1980), but other approaches that are common to many deliberative studies that seek to measure opinion change also
apply. The verbalizable considerations for each of the cases reported here can be found via the links in Appendix A.
12
Where values or beliefs are shared (in the case of mandatory norms), they will not impact consistency, but will shift the overall
relationship.
13
Although it is also important to anticipate, where possible, those considerations that might emerge as part of the deliberative
process — an issue that might be avoided by collecting statements as part of deliberation (e.g. Liston et al., 2013).
14
Results reported here use quasi-ranked responses, obtained using Q methodology. See Brown (1980).
15
Determining what constitutes an action item requires some thought — often opinion surveys aimed at capturing deliberative
transformation combine considerations and action items under the rubric of preferences.
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Plotting Intersubjective Consistency
Analysis of intersubjective consistency involves correlating all pairs of deliberators’ responses to considerations
(opinions) as a proxy for level of agreement and (separately) their correlations in terms of action preferences.
The results can be visualized using a scatter plot, with correlation among pairs of deliberators on considerations
(level of opinion agreement) plotted along the x-axis and preferences along the y-axis (see Appendix B for
discussion of correlation method).
A sample of four deliberators is shown in Figure 2 — drawn from the Fremantle Bridge case study concerning
options for rebuilding a bridge in Western Australia (see Appendix A for case study summaries). The first
three deliberators (A,B,C) collectively describe a relatively high level of intersubjective consistency, where
A,C exhibit high consistent agreement (on both opinions and preferences), and B is in relatively consistent
disagreement with both individuals (A,B/B,C). This describes a situation marked by high overall intersubjective
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consistency — measured as proximity to the 1:1 line that indicates perfectly shared reasoning within a shared
rationale. However, combining these three with participant D produces a very low intersubjective consistency,
with A,D in strongly inconsistent agreement (low agreement on opinions regarding considerations, high
agreement on preferences) and B,D in relatively strong inconsistent disagreement — with all points involving
D falling a relatively long way from the 45º intersubjective consistency line.
In practice most points (or pairs of individuals) fall between these extremes. This can be illustrated by adding
the remaining individuals from the Fremantle bridge study (n=41). Plotting all combinations of pairs, we
end up with n(n-1)/2 = 820 points, which are illustrated pre- and post-deliberatively in Figure 3. The figures
superimpose the points for A-D, from which it can be seen that D’s transformation in particular results in a
higher IC among the four individuals.

Indexing Intersubjective Consistency
A number of approaches can be used to index IC and report overall changes to intersubjective reasoning.
The Fremantle Bridge case reported in Figure 3 produces a strong convergence toward the 1:1 line.
Aggregating these results is not straightforward. There is some variation in results across methods. Using
standard correlation or regression measures for aggregation are problematic, producing weaker results
under conditions of higher overall consensus — arising from a more general problem of domain restriction
or restriction of range (Meade, 2010). Another approach that produces robust results involves calculating
and standardizing the geometric distance for each of the intersubjective points on the scatterplot from the
Figure 3. Fremantle Bridge Intersubjective Consistency*
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intersubjective consistency line.16 The method tends to underestimate improvements in IC compared to
other measures, but it does so consistently across the case studies reported in Appendix B. The result using
normalized average distance for the Fremantle Bridge study is an improvement in IC from 0.20 to 0.33 using
the standardized average distance, where the maximum range for the index is -1,1.17
REMEDIATING DELIBERATIVE PATHOLOGIES
The Bloomfield Track (BT) case study, which covered future management options for a controversial
road through a World Heritage listed rainforest wilderness area, represents one of the clearest examples
of improvement in group reasoning from among the case studies reported below. It also illustrates how
certain political conditions work against intersubjective reasoning in contrast to the effects of a deliberative
intervention in the form of a Citizens’ Jury.18
The pre-deliberative conditions for the study are characterized by attempts by political actors to strategically
manipulate public opinion to mobilize support for particular outcomes on a highly polarized issue (Niemeyer,
2011). The left-hand side of Figure 4 reflects this pre-deliberative reasoning situation. There is actually a slightly
negative overall intersubjective consistence — an IC score of -0.03, using normalized average distance, where
zero reflects potentially random relationship between opinions regarding considerations and preferences.
The figure also shows a relatively high overall consensus among opinions regarding considerations, but this
is not reflected in agreement on preferences.
The situation occurred in part because political discourse, for strategic reasons, tended to frame the issue
in one of two ways. Developmental interests in favour of the road open were ostensibly (and narrowly)
concerned with community needs, strategically using language to argue (insincerely) that it served a remote
and disadvantaged population. Environmental interests were similarly narrowly focused on environmental
damage, arguing that the road contributed to sediment runoff that damaged both rainforest and onshore
coral reefs (Niemeyer, 2011).
This combination of opposing discourses in a non-deliberative political context forced reasoning into a
direct trade-off between human and environmental interests. This polarization in discourse did not reflect
the surveyed pre-deliberative attitudes of deliberators. Most recorded strong concern for opinions regarding
community access as well as environmental quality, when each was surveyed separately — hence the relatively
high opinion consensus on opinions regarding considerations compared to its preference counterpart,
indicated in the left-hand side of Figure 4, where all points fall to the right of the y-axis.
The effect of this polarized issue framing was to create a situation where a high level of consideration
metaconsens, or in-principle agreement on the importance of a consideration, did not translate into a
16

A min-max data normalization is performed against a theoretical Lambda, or maximum average distance from consistency.
Ordinarily the maximum geometric distance is or 1.41. However, the intersubjective nature of the data means that a given point
denoting a pair of deliberators is geometrically related to the consistency relationships of the individuals of that pair to other
members of the deliberating group. The limit of Lambda varies according to the number of considerations, preference options and
individuals, but quickly asymptotes on 0.7.
17
The method for calculating IC is described in Appendix B, which also reports the detailed results.
18
See Appendix A https://participedia.net/case/38 for a brief description of the case study. A file containing the survey instrument
is also provided, along with a video animation illustrating transformation of IC.
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working metaconsensus where all were integrated into reasoning. Deliberators individually agreed with
the importance of community and environmental considerations, but mostly within a narrow rationale
that treated them as a direct trade-off. Other considerations were crowded-out by this narrow rationale,
Figure 4. Pre and post-deliberative IC Plot: The BT Study*
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*An animation of the IC transformation for this study can be found at https://tinyurl.com/y3bnehmv

resulting in poor integration beyond this narrow focus. The result is a polarized rationale subscribed to those
deliberators who were most persuaded by the strategically motivated political claims regarding the issue.
These deliberators either believed that the road should remain open to serve the community or closed to
protect the environment.
A second rationale did seek an integration between community and environmental concerns via the option
of upgrading the road to minimize sediment run-off (and hence, damage to the onshore reef). While this
appeared to represent a win-win solution, it only did so on what remained a narrow range of considerations.
It failed, for example, to integrate longer-term impacts in an area vulnerable to incremental development that
would be exacerbated by such an upgrade (Niemeyer, 2011).
Yet another rationale, subscribed to by only a small pre-deliberative group, integrated these longer-term
effects into reasoning, being sensitive to incremental effects that would ultimately undermine the wilderness
values of the region — which all deliberators agreed were important. Overall it represents a more sophisticated,
far-sighted view that integrated a wider set of relevant considerations.
As a result of the fractured reasoning and multiple rationales within the pre-deliberative group, and general
failure to integrate relevant considerations, intersubjective consistency before deliberation is low.
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It was the third, more integrative rationale that predominated post-deliberative reasoning. Disagreement
within this rationale partly preserved the dimension of community versus environment, as well as relative
levels of pragmatism regarding evidentiary requirements (Niemeyer, 2004, 2011).
That this rationale is strongly shared post-deliberatively is illustrated by the right-hand side of Figure 4, which
shows a dramatic improvement in IC among deliberators. The individual points strongly converge toward
the intersubjective consistency line. The resulting IC index increases to 0.49 post-deliberation (see Appendix
B).
The overall transformation of points between the pre- and post-deliberative plots in Figure 4 involve
a relatively vertical migration toward the intersubjective consistency line. In other words, overall, opinion
transformation was relatively small compared to preference transformation.
The best explanation of this transformation is that much of the change in preferences was a function of
rationale transformation, attributable to the emergence of a single shared, more integrative rationale among
the group. The pre-deliberative situation involved polarization among preferences, induced by political
rhetoric that framed the issue in narrow terms that neither reflect an underlying level of consensus regarding
opinions regarding considerations, nor the range of considerations that deliberators agreed were important
under a consideration metaconsensus. The transformative mechanism involved neutralizing the effects of
this rhetoric, creating the conditions under which an integrative synthesis of considerations into a more
inclusive rationale could take root. The net effect is a relatively small opinion transformation regarding certain
considerations compared to transformation of preferences (Niemeyer, 2011). The process built an integrative
rationale that could better accommodate opinions, rather than fundamentally transforming the opinions of
deliberators.
The process was partially assisted by information updating, but mainly regarding considerations that were the
focus of the misleading pre-deliberative political rhetoric (Niemeyer, 2011). These claims helped to induce
political reasoning the resulted in either narrow or fractured rationales. There was a process of learning —
deliberators learned about the limited nature certain political claims — but a good part of the deliberative
reasoning story involved changing the conditions under which reasoning occurred. And part of this situation
involved deliberators becoming inured to the strategic claims advanced by certain actors.
The Bloomfield Track case study illustrates the utility of the model of deliberative reasoning for understanding
the overall transformative dynamic of deliberation and assessing potential quality of the reasoning situation.
The transformative processes associated with the case study also illustrates the relative roles of different
forms of deliberative transformation. Rationale transformation is particularly important, but also occurred
interdependently with opinion and integrative transformation. The case study also highlights the possibility
for remediating the disruptive role of certain forms of political rhetoric on deliberative reasoning.

Evaluating Conditions for Deliberative Reasoning
That deliberative reasoning is as much a function of creating the right background conditions as embarking
on an extended deliberative process can be illustrated using additional case studies reported in Appendix A.
Figure 5 provides the pre- and post-deliberative IC indexes for all fourteen deliberative minipublic case
17
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studies, in addition to a control group associated with the Uppsala Talar (Uppsala Speaks) case study.19
The arrows in the figure indicate the direction and magnitude of change (pre- to post-deliberation) in IC.
Asterisks indicate the results of tests for difference based on the distance of points from the intersubjective
consistency line.20
In all deliberative cases but one, IC improves — often dramatically. The case of the control group for the
Uppsala study resulted in a near-significant decline in IC.21 Of the cases in Figure 5 only the Valsamoggia study
— involving a Citizens’ Initiative Review concerning a proposed amalgamation of local councils — resulted
in a decline in IC during deliberation, albeit not a statistically significant one. That deliberative reasoning was
negatively impacted by certain events during the process has been reported by Felicetti et al. (2016). In this
case, an unscheduled vote by show of hands mid-process appears to have induced a shift in situation from
deliberative reasoning to one where individuals held onto their expressed preference positions in the vote,
but this no longer reflected the substance of their deliberations in terms of the discussion that followed.
That design features such as voting might dramatically affect the deliberative qualities of a situation —
impacting deliberative reasoning and thus IC — is reflected in the manner that the cases in Figure 5 are
organized. Cases on the left-hand side of the figure involve those that followed a standard deliberative
format in terms of how the conditions for deliberation are established early in the process. In these cases,
members of the group were introduced to each other, and instruction was provided regarding deliberative
ideals before proceeding with the remainder of the process, as is commonly the case for minipublics. By
contrast, the processes on the right of the figure were designed to include a dedicated phase of deliberative
norm building — involving a process where deliberators themselves discuss how they should behave during
the process (“deliberative norm activation”, see Jennstål and Niemeyer, 2019).
Overall it is clear from Figure 5 that deliberative norm activation appears to induce greater improvements
in deliberative reasoning. The average improvement in IC for the “standard” deliberative design is 0.10,
compared to a 0.22 improvement for those processes involving deliberative norm building (p<0.05, analysis
performed using Kruskal Wallis signed rank).
These effects were specifically tested regarding the Uppsala Speaks study, concerning the contentious
issue of street begging by internal EU migrants (Jennstål, 2019). A treatment of deliberative norm building
(Activate) was compared with standard approaches to deliberative facilitation (Standard Facilitation), which
also involved a control group that performed the pre- and post-deliberative surveys without participating
in deliberation or receiving the information provided to the deliberative groups. Figure 5 shows that, while
standard deliberation resulted in higher IC, the Activate treatment induced significantly higher group
reasoning, whereas IC decreased in the control group. By contrast, comparable levels of opinion and
19

The control group performed the surveys over the same timeframe as the deliberative study, without participating in deliberation.
Significance is based on a Wilcoxon Sign test. See Appendix B.
21
That IC declined among the control group, even though their participation in the study was limited to completing the surveys
pre- and post- over the same timeframe as the deliberative process (which was spread across two weekends) could be a function
of political events that took place during that period. This included a government report that provided an overview of the issue,
pertaining to street begging by internal EU migrants to Sweden, which also made a number of controversial recommendations.
There is some evidence that informational inputs such as these, without deliberation, may induce transformation, but not
deliberative reasoning (contra Goodin and Niemeyer, 2003). However, confirming this effect is beyond the bounds of this paper.
20
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preference transformation were observed across all three groups, including the control group — supporting
the argument that opinion or preference transformation is an unreliable indicator of deliberative reasoning.22
Another study from the figure, concerning biobanking, involved a less dramatic version of the same treatment
but produced similar results.23
These findings, though requiring validation from further studies, point to the possibility that the quality of
deliberation involves important contextual factors. These kinds of effects are already established, the role
of facilitation in minipublic deliberation and norm inducing is well recognized (Mansbridge et al., 2006).
The important implication here is that, while there are strong benefits associated with group deliberation
(Mercier and Landemore, 2012), we can also think about capacity for deliberative reasoning in wider systems
as a background condition, which is likely to be a function of certain characteristics, including the disposition
of individuals (Owen and Smith, 2015).
REAL-WORLD INTERSUBJECTIVE REASONING
Moving from minipublic deliberation to “real-world” deliberative reasoning raises the question whether
comparable improvements in reasoning (and IC) can be achieved, and if so, how? Deliberative
systems theory focusses on distributed reasoning processes contributing to collective outcomes
(Bächtiger and Parkinson, 2019). This raises the prospect of an “economy of reasoning” where the cognitive
load of working through issues is distributed throughout the system — including, potentially, the use of
minipublics as part of that system (see e.g. Warren and Gastil, 2018).

Economy of Deliberative Reasoning
In real-world political reasoning individuals deploy a range of heuristic devices in order to make sense of
complex issues. While the best known of these pertain to biases or reasoning pathologies (Stokes, 1998),
under deliberative conditions certain short-cuts may assist performance as part of an economy of deliberative
reasoning. Habermas (2017, chap. 2; cited in Maia et al., 2018), for example, distinguishes between active
forms of verbalized deliberative reasoning and that which is implicit in “a field of interlinked reasons that are
connected by sets of inferential relations that, for the most part, remain unclear once they are embedded in
a ‘non-verbalizable or pre-predicative horizon of meaning’”. In other words, individuals do not need to reason
“all the way down” (Bächtiger et al., 2018; Gutmann and Thompson, 1996) working through every “if-then”
combination of opinions regarding considerations and preferences. Short-cuts and cues are available within
the system, which serve as a guide for individual reasoning (e.g. Lupia, 1994).
A functioning shared rationale contributes to this distributed reasoning system. It comprises a form of
shared epistemology, one that permits individuals to perform certain judgements, drawing on type I, intuitive
forms of cognitive resources to evaluate certain claims (Markovits, 2014), without having to commit to more
demanding forms of type II cognition to work through whether the claimant is reasoning with us, or trying
22

That the control experienced relatively high levels of transformation could be explained by random changes consistent with the
idea of non-attitudes (Converse, 1970), or more systematic effects induced by a major public report released on the issue during
the intervening period between the surveys.
23
The Vancouver and Mayo Clinic cases involved standard approaches to deliberative norm building, via a direct presentation
about ideal deliberative behaviour to the group. The Perth case involved a similar deliberative design, but with the addition of a
dedicated activation group building process — where participants self-generate deliberative norms.
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to dupe us into forming adaptive preferences — for example by manipulating the salience of particular
considerations under a restricted rationale.
A systemic economy of deliberative reasoning is, in this sense, a trust-based system, insofar as it permits
citizens to trust that certain considerations can be bracketed as settled — for example, in the case of
climate change, that human activities produce carbon dioxide can be taken as a “given” and set aside from
active consideration. It also facilitates intuiting certain reasons within a working rationale. For example, we
might be able to accept that if we believe that human-induced climate change is occurring, and this has
implications that we do not accept, then we do not have to work back through to the implications of carbon
dioxide emissions to settle on our position regarding emissions policy, because those implications are well
established within the shared rationale. Under the right conditions, a deliberative system provides accessible
resources for providing a common framework for understanding issues and arriving at reasoned positions
(Habermas, 2017).
However, this raises the question of who to trust in a system of distributed reasoning. Under non-deliberative
conditions the economy of reasoning is adversely impacted if trust is misplaced, breaks down or becomes a
function of factors other than good argument. An example here is the operation of group or partisan identity
such that trust is narrowly based on group membership (e.g. Kahan, 2013). If strategic language is used
that seeks to frame issues in ways that narrow the range of active considerations integrated into reasoning
(Druckman, 2001) or to make claims that symbolically appeal to intuitions in ways that do not adequately
concord with the actual nature of the issue, the net effect is to fracture or generally undermine the prospect
of an integratively sophisticated shared rationale — as illustrated by the Bloomfield Track case.
Thus, although deliberative reasoning might be achievable, it is also relatively easy to interfere with. In the
absence of an established rationale that exhibits high levels of integration, the level of cognitive effort potentially
required to overcome forces that undermine deliberative reasoning are potentially difficult to surmount
— hence the effectiveness of many non-deliberative political strategies. And there are many mechanisms
available to undermine an integrative rationale. These include mechanisms that sow plausible seeds of doubt
regarding the source of certain arguments regarding climate change (e.g. Oreskes and Conway, 2010), or
invoking narrow forms of group identity based on race or political party identification in ways that dominate
reasoning and crowd out wider consideration. While more intuitive forms of (type I) reasoning may
productively operate within a shared rationale, these mechanisms progressively channel intuitive reasoning
into less integrated forms via fractured rationales to mobilise support for particular preferences.
If such a situation is to be remedied, it requires an adequate diagnosis. Here I argue that the theory of
deliberative reasoning and roles of rationales provides the empirical tools for diagnosing the nature of
these situations, which I will demonstrate below in relation to climate change scepticism. However, before
conducting that analysis I seek to draw a distinction between the operation of a rationale in a short-term
sense, and the longer-term process of rationale development and updating. Understanding these broader
discursive dynamics can best be illustrated by drawing on yet another systems analogy, via comparison with
ecosystems.
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ECOLOGY OF REASONING: DISCOURSE CONTESTATION AND EVOLVING RATIONALE
Ecological systems provide another useful analogy for understanding the processes of deliberative reasoning
and rationale formation. Pickering (2019) compares ecosystems to deliberative systems insofar as they
share features involving complex processes of material and communicative interaction.24 A functioning
deliberative system involves both systems of exchange and corrective feedback mechanisms that usually
steer the system within a range of desirable parameters. One of these parameters, arguably, is convergence
toward an equilibrium situations characterised by the operation of a shared rationale.
In the case of deliberation, an important part of this process involves the contestation of discourses
(Stevenson and Dryzek, 2012), where a healthy system includes a diversity of discourses as well as functioning
and meaningful system of exchange. Discourses, as described by Stevenson and Dryzek (2012), actually
involve self-contained systems of reasoning insofar as they embody all elements contained in the deliberative
reasoning model outlined earlier in relation to Figure 1 — a set of considerations, opinions, a rationale and
preferred outcomes. However, they do share features across discourses, and the nature of the overlap reflects
the manner in which the broader system is functioning.
Most important of the shared feature of discourses is that of the rationale. A system of discourses that
share a rationale, all else being equal, represents a functioning deliberative “ecosystem” of discursive
exchange. In such a system, exchange involves marginal adjustments regarding the veracity or importance of
considerations, without impacting the prevailing consideration metaconsensus or the functioning rationale.
This characteristic of deliberative systems reflects another shared feature with ecosystems, insofar as the
health of the system is at least partly a function of the conditions that are constituted by the biome itself. The
colonization of a deliberative system by a rationale that restricts consideration metaconsensus, for example
by narrowly framing the issues, will by its nature undermine the functioning of that system in a deliberative
sense. This creates deliberative conditions that work against the development of a more integrative rationale
— the features of the pre-deliberative example of the Bloomfield Track study partly reflect such a situation,
where reasoning was dominated by a narrow community versus environment issue dimension. Even worse
is a situation that is entirely dominated by narrow discourse and its rationale, reflecting the operation of a
hegemonic discourse that works to inhibit, rather than facilitate deliberative reasoning.25 Such a situation may
prove maladaptive and unsustainable — the extreme form of which contributes to actions that undermine the
system itself, where it fails to be self-correcting.
In the Bloomfield Track case, the more integrative discourses that diverged from a prevailing rationale induces
a form of discursive system disequilibrium. However, it was one that ultimately represented an adaptive
evolutionary step, paving the way for more sophisticated, integrative discourses that better account for
complexity and a wider array of considerations, including considerations regarding longer term consequences
of actions (see Niemeyer, 2011). Thus, in a longer-term sense, a system of deliberative reasoning benefits
24

The ecosystem analogy also applies to the absence of a single goal that can be ascribed to deliberation. Ecosystems, as
for deliberative systems, produce many different forms of “goods”. Here I have focussed on a particular one in the form of a
conception of shared political reasoning.
25
With thanks to Albert Weale for pointing out this issue.
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from divergence from a shared-rationale, to the extent that this creates conditions conducive to a more
integrative version of the rationale that it replaces.
Disequilibrium in deliberative systems may also be caused be external shocks that an established rationale
is incapable of accommodating. This includes the development of knowledge that challenges prevailing
wisdom, or technologies re-organise established relationships or stretch the boundaries of issues that existing
discourses and rationales are equipped to deal with. An example of the former includes scientific knowledge
— such as evolutionary theory — that challenges religious doctrine. Another is emergence of climate change
and the prospect of an era defined as the Anthropocene, which potentially challenges prevailing ideas about
the limitless physical possibilities for human progress. An example of the latter includes development of
genetic technologies that are capable of producing inheritable changes to the human genome. The prospect
of designer humans challenges prevailing ideas about what it means to be human, natural selection, and a
product of sexual reproduction involving heritable traits that have simply not been part of public discourse,
let alone one that has established the contours within which such a development might be weighed and
discussed under deliberative conditions (e.g. Burrall, 2018).
Ideally, from a deliberative reasoning point of view, discourse contestation within self-correcting deliberative
system adapts, establishing an updated rationale capable of dealing with system shocks and/or involves
greater integration of considerations, including those that are created by changing material and technological
conditions. However, this is only possible to the extent that conditions facilitate deliberative reasoning —
and part of this involves facilitating the establishment relatively well-functioning rationale. The IC method
described above can be deployed to assess those conditions across different sites and situations. It can
also be deployed to compare different groups. This application of the method, for assessing the nature of
difference between groups, is performed in the following discussion, by comparing among climate change
sceptics to non-sceptics.

Evaluating Deliberative Reasoning Across Discourse Groups
The dynamics of system level reasoning and the use of IC to assess the strength (and sophistication) of
a shared rationale can be illustrated drawing on one of the studies reported in Figure 5. Specifically, the
Climate Change and the Public Sphere (CCPS, see Appendix A) study involved interviewing a relatively
large cohort of participants (n=102) drawn from the wider community. Participants were asked to self-identify
as either climate change sceptics or non-sceptics, as well as discourse analysis performed to triangulate these
results with location among the resulting discourses (Hobson and Niemeyer, 2011).
The discourse analysis associated with the study revealed more complexity in discourses among climate
sceptics than is commonly understood (Hobson and Niemeyer, 2013), a proportion of which appears to
involve sophisticated reasoning and a shared rationale with non-sceptics. However, the overall differences
between sceptics and non-sceptics is a dominant feature of climate change debate and for the sake of
simplicity, all self-identified sceptics are grouped together for analysis. The potential sources of differences
between these sceptics and non-sceptics can be understood in terms of the deliberative reasoning model via
three possibilities: 1) intersubjective deliberative reasoning, where sceptics and non-sceptics share a rationale,
but disagree on conclusions in a manner consistent with deliberative reasoning; 2) diverging deliberative
reasoning, where sceptic and non-sceptics produce their own rationale, such that they share an internal
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reasoning within their own discourses, but this is not shared across the two cohorts; and 3) one group is more
consistently associated with deliberative reasoning than the other.
The first situation, according to the theory advanced here, is consistent with deliberative reasoning. Climate
sceptics would be part of the same reasoning horizon and differences can be explained via opinions regarding
considerations and not differences in rationale, nor differences in reasoning performance. Such a situation,
unlikely as it appears across all sceptics, would in principle be consistent with deliberative reasoning.
The second situation is potentially consistent with an ecology of discourse contestation in a deliberative
sense, where certain climate sceptics colonize their own reasoning system, forming their own rationale. In
such a situation it could be argued that they should not be subject to a hegemonic discourse. Unlike the
Bloomfield Track case study, such a situation may possibility may occur for good deliberative reasons, where
sceptics are taking into account a wider set of considerations and represent a more sophisticated rationale
that has yet to be more widely shared.
The third and final possibility is that there is variable performance in deliberative reasoning between the
groups of sceptics and non-sceptics. Notwithstanding the earlier assertion that deliberative democracy
does not pre-judge outcomes (see also Bohman, 1998), there is a growing body of evidence suggesting
that sceptics as a whole are less likely to share a rationale, being more strongly associated with reasoning
pathologies (e.g. Whitmarsh, 2011), including the selective use of data to support their preferred conclusions
(Nurse and Grant, 2019).26
The third possibility appears to best describe the deliberative situation for the study, at least among enough
sceptics to produce a significant overall result — the cohort is likely to include certain kinds of climate sceptic
that hold that position for good reasons that are consistent with a shared rationale, albeit of a less emphatic
variety.
Of the 102 study participants, 43 self-identified climate sceptics and 59 as non-sceptics. All were surveyed
in relation to their attitudes toward climate change (opinions regarding considerations) and preferences for
climate adaptation policies (Hobson and Niemeyer, 2011). The IC results for adjusted average difference are
0.38 and 0.59 for sceptics and non-sceptics respectively (see also Figure 5). Test of difference between the
cohorts achieves a significance level of p<0.001.27 Qualitative observation from the deliberative component
of the study appears to corroborate the interpretation, particularly in respect to the stronger forms of climate
change scepticism. From among this cohort there was a much lower willingness to engage in intersubjective
deliberation compared to their non-sceptic, and milder sceptic counterparts (Hobson and Niemeyer, 2013).

Real-World Deliberative Remediation
The relatively high pre-deliberative IC for both the climate change studies reported in Figure 5 in part
reflects relatively strong self-selection bias in which climate sceptics tended to either not volunteer for
participating in the deliberative minipublic component of the study, or, in two extreme cases, withdrew on
26

Not all climate sceptics are necessarily subject to deliberative pathologies, nor do they monopolize the phenomenon. But on
the whole, there is a reasonable degree of evidence suggesting that climate scepticism is associated with higher levels of motivated
reasoning, identity-protective cognition etc.
27
A Wilcoxon non-parametric test is used to test the difference between pre- and post-deliberative distribution of the data points
from the 1:1 line, because the data does not satisfy the assumption of normality.
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the first day (Hobson and Niemeyer, 2013). Similar, albeit less dramatic forms of self-selection have been
observed in relation to other studies (see e.g. Curato and Niemeyer, 2013). Thus, while the minipublic results
demonstrate how deliberative reasoning is achievable — a finding that is backed by other research, including
reversing any negative effects of framing (e.g, Druckman, 2004) — there are important challenges, not least
involving effective recruitment.
The findings also point considerable challenges in achieving deliberative reasoning in wider political system
Real-world remediation confronts a wider set of considerations than micropolitical deliberative design,
including the realities of the operation of political power (Curato et al., 2019). This is insufficient space to
work through all the possible mechanisms for improving deliberative reasoning, but the reasoning model and
the findings reported above imply mechanisms that, under the right conditions, would contribute to a better
reasoning situation. The findings suggest that the background conditions are important, and a feature of
these conditions is the nature of political language that is deployed (Habermas, 1984). Countering discursive
power head-on may prove difficult, but other mechanisms include the use of bridging rhetoric that connects
concerns that are the focus of one group that can connect their reasoning to another — even between climate
sceptics and non-sceptics (e.g. Dryzek and Lo 2014). More integrative rhetoric may trump an approach
that attempts to counter with specific and strategic use of language. In other words, countering populist
strategies, with alternative populist strategies will only preserve the conditions under which it flourishes.
Simply subjecting individuals to alternative arguments is not sufficient, and potentially even counterproductive,
without conditions that facilitate open-mindedness and reflection on those opinions regarding considerations
(Talisse, 2018). The findings in conjunction with Figure 5 suggest that creating deliberative conditions is
potentially as important as the deliberative process itself — bearing in mind that it is not possible to completely
separate background conditions and process. The kind of ‘meta-deliberation’ about the conditions under
which deliberation should occur in minipublic settings that appear effective in improving deliberative
reasoning could productively be used at the system level (Holdo, Forthcoming 2019). For example, rather
than arguing within a rationale that narrowly frames political issues through the lens of the politics of identity
(Kahan, 2013), taking meta-deliberation seriously also involves reflecting on the norms of political behaviour
and the values that guide the manner in which political actors engage with issues, and each other (see also
Landwehr, 2015). Although this contention would require validation via analysis of meta-level deliberation
in different settings, and its relationship with integrative deliberative reasoning, the micro-level findings are
promising There is good reason to believe it is also a productive long-term political strategy, and using IC,
there is potential to systematically assess these effects.
Changing the nature of political discourse among elite actors may be difficult, but it is possible that citizens
could show the way, with minipublic deliberation providing an exemplar for other citizens and political
actors alike (Niemeyer and Jennstål, 2018). Where a disengaged citizenry is unwilling to listen to wellcrafted political oratory there is hope that they are at least willing to listen to their fellow citizens. Rather
than as short-cuts to decision making, harnessing deliberative minipublics as mechanisms for establishing
integrative rationales and short-cuts to deliberative reasoning is another potentially productive innovation
with real-world implications (Warren and Gastil, 2018). Or in cases of anticipated deliberative shocks — for
example, associated with rapidly developing genomic science — it may be prudent to facilitate pre-emptory
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or anticipatory mechanisms for deliberation (e.g. MacKenzie and O’Doherty, 2011) that at least bring public
values together with the science to form the basis for an updated rationale, which can be drawn upon to
engage with a wider public.
CONCLUSION
Deliberation may or may not produce conclusive outcomes, but it should improve their reasonableness, as
well as create a legacy of ongoing conditions for improved intersubjective reasoning. Deliberative reasoning
as an outcome is understood as a situation defined by an intersubjectively shared horizon of reasoning,
or shared rationale, which can be empirically evaluated using intersubjective consistency. Such a situation
also comprises agreement on opinions regarding relevant issue considerations and their comprehensive
incorporation into shared reasoning. In other words, a shared rationale provides a framework for citizens
to reason together, and relatively easily, with much of its content embedded in a system of meaning that
does not ordinarily require active reasoning to work through to conclusions that best serve their individual
and collective interests. I have argued that such a situation provides the conditions that enable citizens to
collectively improve their understanding of issues on terms that are intersubjectively created, where citizens
are reasoning together (Chambers, 1995, p.250).
I do not suggest that the account of deliberative reasoning or its empirical analogue in the form of
intersubjective consistency is definitive, or that it accounts for all possible forms of deliberative virtue.
However, it does provide a vehicle for understanding reasoning on terms that align with the broad contours
of deliberative theory. And it provides mechanisms for exploring how different processes, conditions, sites
etc. variably contribute to such reasoning. Unlike many other approaches, such as identification of group
polarization (Sunstein, 2002), intersubjective consistency provides a means for understanding cases where
deliberation has worked, as opposed to those where it has not. And it provides a basis for understanding
deliberative reasoning within wider political contexts, for example comparing subgroups or reasoning across
different sites.
At the very least, the application of methods to observe deliberative reasoning serve to demonstrate its
possibility. The use of the IC method and the deliberative reasoning model permits identification of
possibilities for improving deliberative reasoning in real world settings beyond the forum. This need not
demand active participation by all citizens in every issue. It is likely that a dedicated effort to understand
the wider dynamics of deliberative reasoning involves creating the conditions for an improved economy of
deliberative reasoning within a distributed system that provides the foundations for reasoning together and
self-corrects for instances where strategic arguments seek to misdirect reasoning and induce rationales that
suit a narrow range of considerations.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A. CASE STUDIES
The fourteen deliberative cases and the climate change survey case are summarized in Table A.1 below. A
number of the cases are part of the same study.
For example, Uppsala Talar comprised three groups — control, standard facilitation, and norm activation —
where the control group repeated the pre- and post-surveys over the same time-frame as the deliberative
process (two weeks) without participating in deliberation or receiving information. The standard facilitation
and activation groups participated in the same process, but the activation groups participated in an additional
pre-event group work designed to prime the group to be mindful of deliberative norms.
The Energy Futures study comprised three separate, but similarly designed processes held (in order of
sequence) in Perth, Newcastle and Melbourne (all in Australia), with gradual adjustments to design in light
of cumulative experience.
The Biobanking Regulation study involved a similar approach to the Energy Futures study, but here each
of the cases were conducted in different countries (Vancouver, Canada; Mayo Clinic, Rochester, USA; and
Perth, Australia).
These cases as part of a single study all involve similar (albeit updated) deliberative design and a common
survey instrument.
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Table A.1. Studies and Case Details
Study

Description

Location(s)

Size

Year

Participedia Link

31 (Activate)
31 (Standard)
41 (Control)

2016

https://participedia.net/
case/5923

UT

Uppsala Talar Three-day (Citizens’ Jury-type) forum Sweden; (Uppsala)
( U p p s a l a developing recommendations for policies
Speaks)
dealing with the influx of internal EU migrants
engaging in street begging.

FB

F r e m a n t l e Single day 21st Century Town Meeting event A u s t r a l i a ; 165 (41 in study)
Bridge
deciding among options for the replacement of (Fremantle)
a heritage bridge between Perth and Fremantle.

2006

https://participedia.net/
case/4429

EF

Energy Futures Three-day citizens’ panels (CJ-type event) Australia; (Perth, 23 (WA)
Study
considering technological options for energy N e w c a s t l e , 18 (NSW)
generation.
Melbourne)
19 (VIC)

2005

https://participedia.net/
case/5928

BR

B i o b a n k i n g , Four day (over two weekends) deliberative Vancouver, Canada; 20 (CAN);
Regulation
process concerned with regulation of collection Rochester,
USA; 20 (USA)
and testing of genetic data
Perth, Australia
12 (AUS)

2007/8

https://participedia.net/
case/5

FERA

ForestERA

23

2007

https://participedia.net/
case/5968

VCA

Valsamoggia Two-day Citizens’ Initiative Review concerning Italy ; (Valsamoggia
C o u n c i l a proposed amalgamation among four local
Amalgamation councils in the Bologna region of Italy

21

2013

https://participedia.net/
case/5937

CCPS

C l i m a t e Three-day citizens’ panel (CJ model) concerned A u s t r a l i a 102 interviews
change and the with climate change adaptation policy
(Canberra)
34 deliberation
public sphere

2010

https://participedia.net/
case/5924

SCCA

Sydney City Two and a half day citizens’ panel (CJ type) Australia; (Sydney)
C o u n c i l concerned with climate change adaptation
C l i m a t e strategies for local government
C h a n g e
Adaption

25

2013

https://participedia.net/
case/5970

BT

B l o o m f i e l d Four-day Citizens’ Jury concerned with road Australia (Cairns)
Track Citizens’ management options for the Bloomfield Track in
Jury
a wilderness area

12

2000

https://participedia.net/
case/38

Three-day citizens’ panels (CJ-type event) USA; (Taos, NM)
considering land management options in
northern New Mexico,
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APPENDIX B. IC ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The IC results for each of the cases are reported below in Table A.2, which provides IC results for each of
the individual cases (where there are multiple cases per study, see Table A.1) as normalized mean distance.
Spearman correlation is the default method reported here for measuring level of agreement between pairs
of individuals regarding their responses to consideration statements and preference options. It is more appropriate for non-continuous data. Where there is a small number of policy options a Polychoric correlation
could be used. However, in practice, the use of Spearman, Pearson’s or Polychoric correlation produced very
little difference in outcome in terms of intersubjective consistency
The orthogonal distance d of a pair of observations to the IC diagonal line is delimited by the Cartesian
coordinates (1,1; -1,1; -1,1; -1,-1) and calculated as follows:
!=

∣$−& ∣
√2

Where x and y are the respective coordinates of the pair of observations on the X and Y axes.
A distance d = 0 indicates that the observation is located on the IC line; a maximum distance of √2 is possible
when a pair is located in the corners of inconsistent agreement or disagreement.
The normalized mean distance D between the resulting correlation coefficients (consideration agreement
versus preference agreement) is calculated by subtracting the value of each point’s orthogonal distance d_i
from 1.
+ = 1 − !)
the Then the values are standardized on a range between -1 and 1 by using a min-max normalization considering the Lambda value 1-0.7=0.3.
+) − +2)3
+) − 7
-./ = 02 ∗
6 − 1 = 02 ∗
6−1
+245 − + 2)3
1−7
Table A.2 also provides the number of data points (n) for each of the cases. In some cases n is less than the
number of participants reported for each study in Table A.2, either due to a subsample of participants in the
deliberative process contributing to the research, or because participants did not provide complete or viable
survey data for conducting the IC analysis at both pre- and post-deliberative stages.
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Table A.2. IC Results

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Study
UT
FB
VCA
BR
FERA
BR
UT
UT
EF
EF
EF
BR
CCPS
SCCA
FNQCJ

16

CCPS

Normalized
Distance
Case
Pre
Post
Uppsala Control
0.40
0.28
Fremantle Bridge
0.20
0.33
Valsamoggia Council
0.35
0.30
Vancouver Biobanking
0.22
0.32
ForestERA
0.36
0.49
Mayo Biobanking
0.27
0.32
Uppsala Standard Facilitation 0.35
0.52
Uppsala Activate
0.41
0.64
Energy Futures WA
0.24
0.48
Energy Futures NSW
0.32
0.45
Energy Futures VIC
0.23
0.49
Perth Biobanking
0.25
0.50
Climate Change Canberra
0.50
0.61
Climate Change Sydney
0.37
0.45
Bloomfield Track
-0.03
0.49
S
NS
Climate Sceptics (S) vs Non- 0.38
0.59
sceptics (NS)

34

Test for
Difference
Wilcoxon
0.04
<0.001
0.79
0.76
0.036
0.258
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.2
<0.001
0.07
<0.001
0.17
<0.001

n
20
41
16
19
12
18
22
23
22
13
18
9
33
20
12

<0.001
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